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     Dear Salim, 
        Thank you for asking me about what I’ll do after taking the Brevet exam. Well, if I succeed, I’ll go 
to the secondary school. I’ll opt for the Foreign Languages stream. If I pass my Baccalaureate, I’ll go 
to university. I will study to become a translator. If I get my diploma, I’ll travel around the world to 
see other people and make friends. 
         However, I know that life is full of surprises. So if I fail, I’ll go to a vocational school. I’ll train to 
be a computer technician. If I manage to get my diploma, I’ll open a cyber café and work on my own. 
Of course if I make a lot of money, I’ll build a house. I’ll get married and start a family. 
                                                                                                                                    Yours, 
                                                                                                                                                Karim 
Part One: (14 pts) 
 A- Reading Comprehension: 
 Activity One:  Read the text and answer the following questions ( 3ts )   
1 – What does Karim want to be in the future if he succeeds? 
2 – Does he like to study languages? 
3 – Will he go to secondary school if he fails his BEM? 
B-Activity Two:Choose the right anwer a,b,or c( 2ts )   
1- Salim asked Karim about what he……..   a) did        b) is doing…..                c) will do 
2- Translator is a ….                                      a) a job     b) a university degree    c) a hobby 
Lexis:  
1- Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following:   (1 pts) 
    pass an exam = ...............       choose = .............. 
 1- Find in the text words that are opposite in meaning to the following:   (1 pts) 
    before ≠ ...............                  succeed ≠ .............. 
  B-Mastery of Language : (6pts) 
Activity One:  (future happenings)Put the verbs in the right tense:    (3 pts)  
1- If Karim (pass) ............................ his exam, he (go)...............................to university. 
2- I (not stop)................................. working until I (feel) ....................tired. 
3- I (read) ............................... a novel while my father (watch).............................. TV. 
Activity Two:  Reorder the following words to get coherent sentences.    (2 pts)  
1-/go/pass/the/secondary school/I/As/my/as/soon/exams/, /I/ to /will/. /   
............................................................................................... 
2-/I/hard/will pass/if/work/I/the/Baccalaureate exam /three years/for/./ 
.............................................................................................. 
Activity Three: Take words from the text and complete the following table. (2 pts) 
ʊ (put) ə (again) æ (cat) ɒ (not) ɑ: (part) ɔ: (board) ʌ (shut) e (pen) 
        
 
Part Two:  Written Expression    (6 pts) 
      
      Your pen friend asked you about your  future expectations. Write a letter to tell him/her what you will do. 
Speak about : 

- the studies (school/ university/other) 
- your dream career (job) 
- other life projects: travel/family/house, etc.                                             


